
From: Devon Archer darcher@rosemontseneca.com
Subject: Re: List

Date: March 9, 2014 at 7:43 PM
To: Jeff Cooper jcooper@
Cc: Hunter Biden hbiden@rosemontseneca.com

Great. I think September date is manageable.

I think as we go out to folks we'll have some jockeying based on whose available etc and we'll have to back fill on alternates in certain
cases.  We should consider some of those.

We should also think about some type of hook for the events in addition to just the group itself as well.  Not necessary but an
appearance from the political, literary or entertainment side is always insurance on draw.

Devon Archer
646 436 3745

On Mar 9, 2014, at 1:14 PM, Jeff Cooper <jcooper@ > wrote:

I will work on TS this week. 
Tony Lacavera is a great call. 

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 9, 2014, at 12:05 PM, Devon Archer <darcher@rosemontseneca.com> wrote:

Agreed.  I think the elegance of simplicity is optimal here.  

On Mexico TS would be a real draw.

Canada idea- Tony Lacavera (http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Lacavera) Not yet a billionaire but could be if his mobile
telecom company Wind gets back on track, which it looks like it is.  Good friend and he'd do it in a second.

Devon Archer

On Mar 9, 2014, at 11:21 AM, Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com> wrote:

Yes on Carlos or if Miguel thinks he can get his brother in law Tony S- even better. I agree on agenda- keep it simple. I just want
to make sure we can meet whatever expectations we set while making it as enticing as possible.

RHB

On Mar 9, 2014, at 7:22 AM, Jeffrey Cooper <jcooper@ocho.com> wrote:

Guys,
I will be with Miguel this week and will discuss.  Maybe Carlos Bremer instead of Jose Luis Ramirez for Mexico?

I think a September date is best for the first meeting and it gives plenty of notice, unless you guys think it should be earlier.  If
Sept is ok, I will discuss with Miguel and come back with a few dates.

As far as and agenda/manifesto, I think we should try to keep it very simple.  This is a global cooperation group that will
assist each other in our respective regions in whatever manner possible.  We can go deeper if you guys think we need to do
so, but I think to start, the simpler the better.

I am up for doing all of the legwork to get this set up and rolling.  Let's meet sometime soon to get it rolling.

Enjoy your Sunday, fellas.

Jeff

Sent from my iPad

On Mar 7, 2014, at 3:11 PM, Hunter Biden <hbiden@rosemontseneca.com> wrote:

Devon
Jeff
Hunter
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Hunter

Miguel- Mexico (and His cousin?)

Abel- Spain
Mika- Russia
Kenes- KZ
David Thai- Vietnam  (? Is that the right guy)
Esteban Bullrich- Argentina
Pastrana- Colombia
Jonathan Li- China

We need a Canadian billionaire and a certified American billionaire to ad to list. Also I think the Phillipines, Israel, Turkey
and UAE (maybe Youssef Al'Otiaba).   We could drop Colombia and or Argentina. Finally, an African preferably from
Ghana or Tanzania.  

That's 18 people- which may be too big at first.

TBD (no particular order):
1. First meeting location and date.
2.  Agenda/ purpose/ manifesto whatever we want to call it. 
3.  

RHB


